Women’s Studies and History Department Present:

A Forum with Women Scientists About Gender Discrimination in Scientific and Medical Fields

Is Science An Unwomanly Pursuit?

Women who pursue their careers in scientific and medical fields face difficulties that their male counterparts do not. For this event, two women scientists from Hofstra share their life’s journey and advice for college students to develop our understanding about gender issues and help support female students aspiring to scientific or medical careers. Male students are also welcome! Lunch will be served during the event. For questions, send email to Yuki.Terazawa@hofstra.edu.

Speakers: Dr. Margaret Hunter (Department of Engineering)
Dr. Sabrina Sobel (Department of Chemistry)

Date and Time: Tuesday March 12, 11:10-12:35
Location: Roosevelt Hall 112

Photo on the top-left: Nobel prize winning radiologist, Marie Curie (1867-1934)

Is a woman’s brain smaller than a man’s?????